Council Meeting
Jubilee Centre Council Chamber

Tuesday, December 8, 2009

9909 Franklin Avenue, Fort McMurray

6:00 p.m.

Amended Agenda
Call to Order

Opening Prayer
Adoption of Agenda
Minutes of Previous Meetings
1.

Regular Meeting – November 24, 2009
Delegations

2.

Mr. Allen Langdon, Canadian Council of Grocery Distributors, re: Bylaw No. 09/033 –
Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Bylaw

3.

Ms. Colleen Tatum re: Bylaw No. 09/033 – Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Bylaw
Those individuals in attendance at the meeting will be provided with an opportunity to address Council
regarding an item on the agenda, with the exception of those items for which a Public Hearing is required
or has been held. Consistent with all delegations, each presentation will be allowed a maximum of five
minutes.

Public Hearings – None Scheduled

Bylaws
4.

Bylaw No. 09/033 – Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Bylaw (2nd and 3rd readings)


Summary of written submissions received since November 24, 2009 meeting

Reports
5.

Accommodation Master Plan Implementation

6.

2008 Uncommitted Emerging Issues Reserve Transfer

Council Meeting – Tuesday, December 8, 2009

7.

2009 Operating Budget Amendment – Balanced Budget

8.

2010 Operating Budget

9.

2010 Councillor Operating Budget Request
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New and Unfinished Business
10.

Notice of Motion re: Land Management Policy and Release (Councillor Germain)

11.

Appointments to the Fort McMurray Airport Authority

Updates




Mayor’s Update
Reporting of Councillors on Boards and Committees
Administrative Update

Adjournment

COUNCIL REPORT
Meeting Date: December 8, 2009

Subject:

Bylaw No. 09/033 – Single-Use Plastic Shopping Bag Bylaw

APPROVALS:
Darcy Elder, Director, Public Works
Kelly Kloss, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Deferred Motions before Council for Consideration:
The following motions were introduced at the Council meeting of November 24, 2009, and are
now before Council for consideration.
1.

2.

MOVED by Councillor Vyboh that Bylaw No. 09/033 be further amended by:
a)

Deleting the word “PLASTIC” from the first paragraph;

b)

Deleting the word “plastic” from the third WHEREAS statement;

c)

Adding the words “and paper” immediately following the word “plastic” in the
fourth WHEREAS statement;

d)

Deleting the existing text from Section 1. and inserting the following: “The
purpose of this bylaw is to eliminate the distribution of single-use shopping bags
within the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo, thereby decreasing the plastic
and paper impact on the environment.

e)

Deleting the word “Plastic” from Section 2.;

f)

Adding the following text at the end of Section 3.b): “but does not include the
following, as defined in Land Use Bylaw No. 99/059, or any successor legislation:
(i)
food service, drive-in or drive-through
(ii)
food service, major restaurant
(iii)
food service, minor restaurant
(iv)
food service, mobile catering
(v)
food service, take out restaurant:

g)

Deleting the existing text from Section 3.e) and inserting the following: “single-use
shopping bag” means:
(i)
any bag made with less than 2.25 mils thick polyethylene, including a
biodegradable bag; OR
(ii)
any bag made of pulp
used mainly for the transporting of goods from outlet to home, but does not include
reusable bags.

h)

Deleting the word “plastic” from Section 4;

i)

Deleting the existing text from Section 10 and inserting the following: “Bags
provided by pharmacists to contain prescription drugs shall be exempted from this
bylaw”.

MOVED by Councillor Allen that Bylaw No. 09/033, being the Single-Use Plastic
Shopping Bag Bylaw, as amended, be read a second time.

Author: Darcy Elder
Department: Public Works
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Recommendation:
1.

THAT Bylaw No. 09/033 be read a third and final time.

Summary:
On March 10, 2009, Council passed resolution 09-048 stating, “THAT Administration proceed
with drafting legislation and establishing a budget to ban plastic shopping bags to be
implemented by Council within 2010”. This bylaw addresses the resolution.
Background:
The intent of the proposed bylaw is to prohibit the use of plastic shopping bags and
biodegradable bags, the kinds commonly used to carry a purchase from any outlet to the end
destination of the consumer. Impacted outlets include restaurants, and wholesale outlets,
convenience stores, corner gas stations, big box stores, and commercial businesses where goods
are being sold. The proposed bylaw is not intended to prohibit the use of bulk food plastic bags.
The proposed bylaw was presented to Council for first reading on October 27, 2009, at which
time a non-statutory public hearing was scheduled to occur on November 24th. Following the
public hearing, a further amendment was proposed to include both paper and plastic bags, and
the bylaw was subsequently deferred to the December 8th meeting.
Budget/Financial Implications:
In the initial Council Report March 10, 2009, a figure of $200,000 per year for the first two years
was reported as the financial implication. This figure was based on:
a)
A high level of enforcement where a dedicated enforcement officer would focus on
compliance, and
b)
A comprehensive communication and public awareness campaign.
Upon further review of the implementation requirements, Administration’s intent is now initially
to focus in 2010 on communication and public awareness campaign, seeking compliance through
that means. Starting in September 2010, the existing enforcement staff will respond on a
complaint basis. The delay in the implementation of the enforcement of the bylaw is to allow for
the public awareness campaign to take a ‘hold’ within the community and allow for ample lead
time for public awareness to be realized.
The incremental cost of a Public Awareness Campaign would be $143,000 which would be
included as part of the 2010 operating budget.
Bylaw Enforcement resources will initially be redeployed by the Chief Bylaw Officer as to
accommodate the enforcement of this strategy. If demand for compliance enforcement is higher
than anticipated, and cannot be accommodated through redeployment of existing staff, additional
resource allocation will be accommodated for in future budgets.
The penalty schedule (Part 3, Section 6) is substantiated by the Roads and Transportation Bylaw
No.02/079, which outlines a similar scaled penalty structure that begins with a modest first
offence transitioning into fines of larger consequence.
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Rationale for Recommendation:
At the Council Meeting of March 10, 2009, information on the pros and cons of implementing a
plastic bag ban were presented. The Bylaw represents Council’s direction from March 10, 2009.
As part of the Recycling Education and Awareness Campaign, Administration supports
educating residents on the part they can play in waste reduction including decreasing the use of
plastic bags. However, Administration’s recommendation respectfully would be to not proceed
with adopting a bylaw, but continue the education and awareness campaign as opposed to a
legislated process. The primary concern is the enforcement of the bylaw. If businesses embrace
the spirit of the ban, then the enforcement issue will be moot. If businesses do not comply, then
the enforcement becomes more complicated and time consuming.
Because the public hearing held on November 24th was non-statutory, meaning not required by
legislation, Council is not bound by the rules of the Municipal Government Act which would
normally prevent from Councillors who were not in attendance from participating in voting and
discussion, nor would it prevent members from the public from speaking to the matter under the
Delegations portion of the Council agenda.
Attachments:
1.

Bylaw No. 09/033
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BYLAW NO. 09/033
BEING A BYLAW OF THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WOOD BUFFALO, IN
THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO PROHIBIT THE USE OF SINGLE-USE PLASTIC
SHOPPING BAGS BY ESTABLISHMENTS OPERATING WITHIN THE
BOUNDARIES OF THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITIY OF WOOD BUFFALO
WHEREAS pursuant to Section 7(e) of the Municipal Government Act, R.S.A 2000, c.M-26, a
Council may pass bylaws for municipal purposes respecting businesses, business activities and
persons engaged in business;
AND WHEREAS pursuant to Section 7(i) of the Municipal Government Act, R.S.A 2000, c.M26, a Council may pass bylaws for municipal purposes respecting the enforcement of bylaws
made under the Municipal Government Act or any other enactment including any or all of the
matters listed therein;
AND WHEREAS single-use plastic bags have been determined to be detrimental to the
environment;
AND WHEREAS the Council of the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo wishes to reduce
the negative effects plastic bags have on the environment;
NOW THEREFORE, the Council of the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo, in the
Province of Alberta, hereby enacts as follows:
Purpose
1.

The purpose of this bylaw is to eliminate the distribution of single-use plastic shopping
bags within the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo, thereby decreasing the plastic
impact on the environment.

Short Title
2.

This bylaw may be cited as the “Single-use Plastic Shopping Bag Bylaw”.

Definitions
3.

For the purpose of administering the provisions of this bylaw, the following definitions
shall apply:
a)

“biodegradable bag” means any bag made with polymers that degrades and is
used mainly for the transporting of goods from outlet to home;

b)

“outlet” means any commercial establishment be it retail or wholesale, whose
purpose is the sale of goods, including restaurants;

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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c)

“reusable bag” means any bag with handles that is specifically designed and
manufactured for multiple reuse and is either:
(i)
(ii)

d)

made of cloth or other machine washable fabric; and/or
made of durable plastic that is at least 2.25 mils thick and is suitable for
reuse;

“reusable container” means any box or other container specifically designed and
manufactured for multiple reuse and is:
(i)
(ii)

made of cloth or other machine washable fabric; or
made of other durable material suitable for reuse

e)

“single-use plastic shopping bag” means any bag made with less than 2.25 mils
thick polyethylene, including a biodegradable bag, used mainly for transporting of
goods from outlet to home, but does not include reusable bags;

f)

“violation ticket” means a ticket issued pursuant to Part II of the Provincial
Offences Procedure Act, R.S.A. 2000 c. P-34, as amended or replaced from time
to time, and regulations thereunder, and as referred to in Section 9. of this bylaw.

Designated Outlets
4.

All outlets within the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo are prohibited from
providing or selling single-use plastic shopping bags.

5.

No outlet in the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo shall deny the use of any
reusable bag or resusable container by a customer for the transport of purchased items.

Penalties
6.

Any outlet that fails or neglects to perform the duties or requirements imposed upon it
under this bylaw is guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00)

7.

The specified fines for an offence commented pursuant to this bylaw are:
a)
b)
c)

8.

$250.00
1st offence
$500.00
2nd offence
3rd and subsequent offences $1000.00

In the case of an offence that is of a continuing nature, a contravention shall constitute a
separate offence in respect of each day, on which that offence continues and a person
guilty of such an offence is liable to a fine in an amount not less than that established by
this bylaw for each such day.

Violation Ticket
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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9.

A Peace Officer is hereby authorized and empowered to issue a violation ticket pursuant
to Part II of the Provincial Offences Procedure Act, R.S.A. 2000, c.P-34, as amended, or
replaced from time to time, to any person who the Peace Officer has reasonable grounds
to believe has contravened any provision of this bylaw.

Exemption
10.

There are no outlets exempt from this bylaw.

Severability
11.

If any section or sections of this bylaw or parts thereof are found in any court of law to be
illegal or beyond the power of Council to enact, such section or sections or parts thereof
shall be deemed to be severable and all other sections or parts of this bylaw shall be
deemed to be separate and independent there from and to be enacted as such.

Enforcement
12.

A Peace Officer, upon producing proper identification, may enter any outlet and may
make examinations, investigations and inquiries for enforcement purposes.

13.

Where a Peace Officer has reason to believe that an outlet has contravened any provision
of this bylaw, he or she may serve upon such outlet:
a)
b)

a violation ticket requiring an outlet to appear in Court with the alternative of
making a voluntary payment in lieu of prosecution; or
a violation ticket requiring an outlet to appear in Court without the alternative of
making a voluntary payment

Effective Date
14.

The provisions of this bylaw shall become effective as of September 1, 2010.

READ a first time this 27th of October, A.D. 2009.
READ a second time this

day of

, A.D. 2009.

READ a third and final time this _______________day of _____________ , A.D. 2009
SIGNED and PASSED this ______________ day of __________________, A.D. 2009

______________________________
Mayor
______________________________
Chief Legislative Officer
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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COUNCIL REPORT
Meeting Date: December 8, 2009

Subject:

Accommodation Master Plan Implementation

APPROVALS:
Carol Theberge, General Manager, Community Services
Patty King, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Administrative Recommendation(s):
1. THAT the 2009 Capital Budget be amended as summarized in Attachment 1 – Capital
Budget Amendment Request – Jubilee Centre Renovation Construction– December 8th,
2009, and
2. THAT the 2009 Capital Budget be amended as summarized in Attachment 2 – Capital
Budget Amendment Request – Lease Space Design Development– December 8th, 2009, and
3. THAT the provisions of Attachments 1 and 2 – (Capital Budget Amendment Request – Lease
Space Design Development – December 8th, 2009; and Capital Budget Amendment Request
– Jubilee Centre Renovation Construction– December 8th, 2009, respectively) remain
confidential pursuant to sections 16 and 25 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act, R.S.A., 2000 c. F-25, as amended.
4. THAT Attachment 3 - the Accommodation Services 2010-2030 Implementation Plan 20102030 be accepted as information.
Summary:
The Accommodation Master Plan identifies guiding principles and a 20-year strategy for
managing resources to house organizational employees. Based on the guiding principles, the
Accommodation Master Plan proposes capital projects that meet the near term, short term and
long term accommodation strategies. Implementing the strategies will ensure that municipal
functions are appropriately placed throughout the Municipality and will enhance the
organization’s ability to provide appropriate work space in accessible locations to enhance
corporate image and provide services to residents responsively.
Background:
In 2006, as a response to organizational and regional growth, Stantec was engaged to complete a
comprehensive Accommodation Master Plan. The Plan has been completed establishing a set of
guiding principles after several methodologies were used to arrive at organizational growth
figures. A further break down into employee resource requirements identifies space required as
well as type and configuration of space required. Finally, a suggestion concerning organizational
change to create an organizational corporate property management structure has been proposed
to manage the processes associated with implementing the strategy. The general concept is to

Author: Carol Theberge
Department: Community Services Department
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embed municipal buildings in the north, south and central regions of the urban environment and
to create a rural development action plan.
Using the Accommodation Master Plan, Administration has prepared a comprehensive
document, Attachment 3 – Accommodation Services Implementation Plan 2010-2030,
identifying strategies for near term, short term and long term accommodation actions that will
provide for space assignments for the next two decades. A number of capital projects will come
forward as part of accommodation planning to develop municipal property.
Projects currently underway, including those that will be utilized for operational uses or for
recreational uses, are in agreement with the guiding principles of the Accommodation Master
Plan. In order to address imminent employee space shortages, Council’s consideration of two
key requests is required. Both items allow the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo to
address space needs in the near term based on timing that allows for an eventual smooth
transition from leased facilities to municipally-owned facilities as per the Accommodation
Master Plan Guiding Principles. The first consideration, which is essential to the success of the
implementation of the Accommodation Master Plan, is the continuation of the Jubilee Centre
renovation project. Significant issues arose during the first phase of the Jubilee renovation, an
indication that similar problems exist in the rest of the building creating significant risk for
incident impacting the business of the Municipal organization. The development of the leased
space at 9717 Franklin Avenue, as part of the short term strategy, is proposed. The construction
cost to renovate this space is currently estimated at the same cost as that secured to renovate the
Jubilee Centre given the current economic situation. This space is currently leased by the
Municipality, and space of this magnitude is essential to the short term plan. A similar-sized
space to renovate is not currently available in the region. The space will provide transition office
space for the term needed to complete construction on owned property.

Budget/Financial Implications:
Projects undertaken in accordance with the Accommodation Master Plan are included as part of
current and future capital project priorities. Operational issues concerning organizational
structure and business resource management, as identified as recommendations in the plan, will
be reflected in future operational budgets.

Alternatives
1. Approve the capital projects as presented in Attachments 1 and 2.
2. Craft an alternative plan.

Rationale for Recommendation(s):
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The guiding principles contained in the Accommodation Master Plan form governance direction
under which this implementation plan was developed. The implementation plan follows
standards for corporate work space and property development and is in accordance with the
guiding principles. The development of existing lease space, maximizing operational spaces and
renovating existing property respect the guiding principles of the Accommodation Master Plan.
Administration will be bringing subsequent requests back to Council for its consideration as
projects required for the development of Municipal facilities continue to emerge.
Attachments:
1. Capital Budget Amendment Request, Jubilee Renovation Construction, December 8, 2009
2. Capital Budget Amendment Request – Lease Space Design Development, December 8, 2009
3. Accommodation Services 2010-2030 Implementation Plan
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Accommodation Services
2010-2030 Implementation Plan

Accommodation Plan 2010-2030
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Background:
Faced with unprecedented growth in both demand for services and resources
and increased population pressure, the Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo responded with staffing actions to increase the staffing complement.
Immersed in a crisis situation hitherto unknown in Canada, this response
was quick and unwieldy. Staff complement growth proceeded in absence of
a strategic growth model and cohesive human resource management plan.
Without a sustainable model of staff management, the Regional
Municipality of Wood Buffalo found itself in a corporate crisis, and while
needing a system to recruit staff at a level not anticipated previously, it
found itself needing space to house this growing corporate workforce. It is
important that increased demand for space be viewed as a symptom of the
growing presence of the region on the world stage and the Municipality’s
need for resources to manage the impacts. This paper considers the need for
space on this more comprehensive basis. The desire for an accommodation
master plan cannot be considered in isolation. It needs to be a part of a
comprehensive strategy that includes a Corporate Asset planning model and
an Employee Business Resource Management function. As a result the
concepts expressed here go beyond a discussion of buildings and leases and
present ideas to ground workspace needs and environments within this larger
context.
Presented within this discussion of the Accommodation Services plan are
fours areas of consideration:






Understanding the Growth
Proposed Organizational Change
Near Term Grounding Plan
Short Term Maintaining Plan
Long Term Accommodation Development Plan

Each of the four areas presents part of the organized framework to move the
organization forward systematically. With new organization structure to
manage the entire plan for human resource development, each of the near,
short and long term accommodation plans move the overall organization
toward meeting the existing and developing accommodation plans.

Accommodation Plan 2010-2030
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Understanding the Growth
The growth in this organization needs to be understood as the dynamic entity
that it is. Uncontrolled growth is never an advisable response to any
elements of any business function as that increase in volume whether it is
revenue, demand or employee numbers presents its own issues in trying to
control the context. As demand impacts the Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo, the wrong response is to double, add or modify positions in absence
of a strategic plan, but that is what happened. The research to understand the
growth revealed the impact of this unfettered and uncontrolled situation.
Without putting too fine a point on the problem, it can be characterized as
panic hiring. Projections on future hiring and, correspondingly, future
accommodation needs cannot discount this element of past behaviour. An
employee management system is currently being applied to understand the
situation currently in place and is being used to support employee growth
projections for the near, short and long terms.
The hiring of the past number of years has ranged from 22% to 35% moving
the organization from approximately 400 employees in 2004 to almost 1200
in 2009. This kind of explosive growth will taper off. Projections for growth
in the next three to five years will be between 8% and 11%. Thereafter, it is
projected that growth will normalize to between 2% and 3% per annum. This
normalizing of growth rates must be managed. There are departments which
need to maintain growth while other functions should be at the point where
theoretical economies of scale should emerge. It is important to guard
against the continued acceptance of the culture of unfettered growth. Growth
should be monitored rationally in all future budget discussions. Two factors
will make this difficult. First, the lack of individual productivity that results
from inexperience impacts the need for additional new hires. Second,
turnover from attrition and department shifting can cause employees to have
less task skill. High turnover and a youthful workforce lacking in
experiential transferable skills are part of the reality of the organization. It is
against this backdrop that managers and general managers, faced with
explosive demand for both internal and external services, turned to hiring as
a remedy. As slower external economic conditions prevail and then return to
predicted growth, a review of employee numbers from the previous growth
period reveals that the organization has grown to support demand. New
growth should meet a more controlled and methodical response.

Accommodation Plan 2010-2030
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This organization’s growth cannot be interpreted without reviewing it
through two separate and equally analytical lenses. It must be understood by
functional orientation and by individual workspace requirements. In the case
of the former, there are three general categories of employee: administrative,
operational and functional. The past delineation of operational versus
corporate leads to some clear misinterpretations of accommodation need. By
definition, operations can include employees needing either hotel space or
office space. They have free ranging responsibility catchments and need a
central home base of operations like those in Public Works or Parks.
Functional employees generally live within their functional space. This
category includes workers at facilities like those managed in the
Environmental Services Department, employees in Emergency Services, and
contact managers for the RCMP. While Administrative departments may
deploy employees through a decentralized approach in operational buildings
or in rural communities, there is still a need to provide a centralized and
organized administrative function.
To aide understanding of future growth and, hence, future accommodation
need employee growth will be viewed categorically as administrative,
operational and functional growth and further addressed by reviewing
individual need for hotel space or office space. While Human Resources
provided the first analytical view of generalized FTE numbers,
Accommodations must translate this to a head count and then further analyse
to type of work environment needed.
Office space needs will be subdivided into either cubicle or enclosed office
space need on an 80%/20% ratio. There is a proposed space standard
recommended in the Accommodation Master plan of 250 square feet per
employee. This standard will be enforced regardless of office type.
As a corollary to this analysis is an understanding that although some
employees can be accommodated in a hotel station, this increases
organizational resource needs for work vehicles and other equipment. The
current budget reflects this change as growth in operational employees is
currently outstripping, and is expected to continue to overtake growth in
administrative employees.
Given the above considerations, growth will taper by 2015 and will follow a
normalized pattern. The current situation will be addressed in the near term,
2009 to early 2011, by optimizing existing space and rationalizing functions.
Accommodation Plan 2010-2030
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The short term is the most critical period since it addresses the growth
beyond 2011 to 2015. By 2015 the organization must have put in place the
long term strategy of owning its facilities and be systematically moving from
leased spaces into owned accommodations. Leases start to expire in 2013
and by 2023 with the expiration of the final Timberlea Landing Facility
lease; the process of construction should be complete with the Municipality
poised for sustainable growth and development.

Proposed Organizational Changes
In order to best define the dual purposes of the Accommodation Services
Branch, two organizational modifications are recommended.
Asset Management Entity
Creation of an Asset Management Branch is key to sustaining future
planning and development activities for corporate assets. The plan is
to adopt a structure that is in line with the vision of the Regional
Municipality of Wood Buffalo to provide work space and align
corporate services to the public. One option identified in the plan is
the creation of an Asset Management Department that includes all
relevant and interrelated functions including Land Acquisition and
Management, Corporate Project Management, Accommodation
Services and Facility Maintenance. Other iterations are possible based
on corporate vision and the opportunity to create effective processes.
An organizational review to determine the most effective alignment is
recommended. The extent of service the Regional Municipality of
Wood Buffalo requires means that more staff and a stronger corporate
presence is required. Decisions concerning current and future needs
for acquisition, maintenance and proper resource utilization of
corporate assets should be centralized within an organizational
structure that not only has the expertise to manage these resources, but
is formed with complementary functions that will perform
synergistically.

Accommodation Plan 2010-2030
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Resource Optimization Function
The second function of the Accommodation Services department is to
coordinate employee work spaces in concert with HR, ICT and
Finance. As part of the go forward strategy the development of a
Business Resource Management Team, under the direction of the
Human Resources department, is recommended. This coordinating
team will ensure the resources employed to support employee
functions are made available as appropriate at each stage in the
employee life cycle. Grounded by a Human Resource Development
Model that will anticipate and plan for future organizational growth,
Accommodation decisions will be an important part of this new
structure.
Near Term Grounding Plan
When the concept of developing an overarching accommodations strategy
was developed, there were several naïve assumptions made in absence of a
context for this plan. A comprehensive plan to develop corporate assets was
not integrated with a plan for workforce development either quantitatively or
qualitatively. As a result the shared vision necessary to ground the project
development and the project charter did not exist, leading to
miscommunication, scope creep and misunderstandings about project
execution.
A plan for the future must, necessarily, begin from a place of shared
understanding about the starting point. Because there were no systems to
quantify the existing conditions, including staff complement at project
outset, existing work space inventory, anticipating accommodation needs
was not possible. Extrapolating future growth from an undetermined starting
point is a fool’s game. If you do not know where you are, how do you
determine how far you are from where you want to be? These fundamental
understandings were not available and needed to be determined. In 2008 and
2009, staff complement information, office inventory, and environmental
factors influencing regional real estate inventories and other necessary data
sets were developed. With this information, growth models for both the
region and the Municipality’s workforce were built and knowledge derived.
Upon this foundation model, plans were built.

Accommodation Plan 2010-2030
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The net result of this data probe is surprising. When vacant positions from
2008, approved positions from 2009 and proposed positions for 2010 were
considered, the base number of staffing positions was established. Working
together Human Resources, Finance, Accommodations and Internet and
Communications Technologies Departments have established the beginning
of a control model to provide a corporate strategy to support corporate
growth. The Municipality, as a result of growth over the last five years, has a
workforce of over 1100 positions and has far fewer workspaces available
than it requires. The space requirements going forward are greater than
anticipated even one year ago.
As part of this process, the Accommodation Services Branch developed a
near term asset maximization plan to optimize the scarce resources available
to provide work space to current and anticipated staff to the end of 2010. In
order to craft the most efficient model possible, each department’s needs
were considered within a set of guidelines developed to maximize corporate
functionality. These guidelines and the near term maximizing plan is
presented as Addendum 1. A communication and change management plan
is currently under development. The plan will be revealed as a corporate
strategy once approved and vetted through the Business Resource
Management Team.
Short Term Sustaining Plan
The plan for the near term will ensure maximization of existing space for the
next 18 months, but staff numbers will continue to grow as the organization
matures and moves to a more sustainable size to deal with the demands of a
larger, dynamic municipal entity. The short term plan includes the
renovation of the Jubilee Centre and the development of additional lease
space. Numbers for the next five years will grow but at the more predictable
and incremental pace. Nevertheless, the existing space is insufficient to
provide adequate work space.
Renovation of the Jubilee Centre
One of the short term actions is to renovate the Jubilee Centre. It is a
property owned by the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo. The
long term plan is to move to a situation where the corporate work
sources are owned, not leased properties. The Jubilee Centre is in
need of renovation to conserve asset value and to reduce loss of
Accommodation Plan 2010-2030
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business continuity should a flood or other failure result in the loss of
the functional capability of the building. The Jubilee Centre is a
valuable corporate asset that should be renovated to preserve value
and provide a civic space for ten to twelve years. The space requires a
significant retrofit, but asset valuation is enhanced and life cycle
expectancy of the asset is renewed. The asset recapitalization will
ensure that, if and when the Municipality determines, it will dispose
of the property in a fiscally responsible manner.
The Jubilee Building in its current state does not offer an
ergonomically appropriate work space for staff. The architectural redesign will present a modern, ergonomically suitable space with
flexible and re-usable components respecting the 80/20 ratio of open
concept to closed office space, and respecting the space allocation
recommended within the plan.
Once the asset value of the property has been preserved through the
retrofit of mechanical and electrical replacements, the Municipality
will have options to consider in either using this property for overflow
or, if it is not required, selling the property.
The actual construction component of the renovation of the Jubilee
Centre will follow a normal top down approach to ensure safety and
asset protection principles.
Development of Lease Property
The Timberlea Landing lease expires in 2023 and will help support
the high growth short term plan. Proposed to run concurrently with the
renovation and restoration of the value of the Jubilee Centre is the
development of the second existing leased property. The construction
cost to renovate the Jubilee Centre is the same as the construction cost
to renovate the leased property at 9717 Franklin Avenue. This
property is currently leased long term, and is in a prime location in the
lower town-site, close to the Jubilee Centre and with parking located
close by.
Addendum 2, requirement for additional corporate workspace is a
business case to provide support for the short term sustaining strategy
of developing short term lease space. It provides a review of options
Accommodation Plan 2010-2030
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open to the Municipality to provide short term solutions to address the
lack of employee work space. The various options are reviewed in
context of the current economic realities of the region, and make a
recommendation to develop the currently held lease space. While the
cost to renovate this leased space mirror those of the current Jubilee
renovation, this lease will expire after ten years. Therefore in the
discussion, cost amortization is required to calculate the actual annual
cost to the Municipality of this renovation project. Given that criteria,
the cost to renovate this property is the same as that to renovate any
other comparable lease property. Unfortunately, given the size and
location of lease space the RMWB requires, there are no other
properties available to develop that are of the same size and in the
same location. Other options are difficult to justify due to land
contamination and location factors.
Water Treatment Facility Interim Plan
Already approved as part of the 2008 Capital Budget is the project to
expand the existing water treatment facility. The expansion includes
an administrative office component. The long term strategy is to
house the newly created Environmental Department in this facility
permanently. This project will equip the Municipality with office
space for the next three decades, but the 100 office complex which
will be completed and ready for occupancy in the third quarter of
2011 will provide fifty office work space to complement the one
hundred twenty-eight space that can be accommodated in the building
at 9717 Franklin Avenue.

The short term plan will allow the Municipality to provide work space for its
employees through the end of the critical growth phase until 2015. This will
allow for a coordinated and organized implementation of the long term
accommodation master plan as part of a larger and comprehension
envisioning that is embodied in Envision Wood Buffalo from which will
flow the Recreation and Culture Plan, Service Wood Buffalo, Social
Planning and other plans that support future growth.
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Long Term Plan - Accommodation Development Plan
Implementation Process
The guiding principles of the Accommodation Master Plan set out the future
planning process and the recommended result for corporate asset
development for the next two decades. At the highest level, the plan
encourages a growth perspective that mirrors regional development. It
proposes a decentralized model of citizen engagement and urges a phased
asset acquisition and disposition strategy that will result in corporately
owned assets with room for corporate functional growth by design.
The plan contextualizes corporate asset growth geographically and
functionally. First, it considers the more highly populated area of the
Municipality as North, Central and South regions, as well as taking into
consideration the unique needs of the rural centres within the Municipality.
The plan recognizes that the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo is large
geographically which presents challenges to service delivery. Similarly, the
Plan concerns itself with the best strategy for delivery of services through a
decentralized functional treatment characterized by the concept of the
“Service Centre”.
Flowing from the Accommodation Master Plan are projects to create the
corporate asset structure. A brief description is contained below.
Acquisition Projects
Land Acquisition
Land acquisition is an important part of the Plan. Ownership of
Corporate Assets is one of the guiding principles of the
Accommodation Master Plan. Land is a scarce commodity in the
region, and disposing of any current resources should cease.
Development of Services Centres in the North, Central and South
Regions will require land acquisition. Placement of the North and
South Centres should take into consideration co-location of
operational functions of the major departments, Community Services
and Public Works which offer the bulk of these services. Creating a
South Centre to serve the operational needs of this geographic area is
efficient in reducing travel time and consumables required to move
people and equipment. The North facility will do the same for the
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north region. Land in the South is currently available and plans are
underway to develop a facility in this area.
In the central area, there have been suggestions about locating both a
Civic Centre and an administrative building at either MacDonald
Island or on currently held property adjacent to the Snye tributary.
After research and consideration, the recommendation is to not locate
either structure at MacDonald Island. It is the opinion that this land
can be better used to provide a community feature more in keeping
with recreation and does not stress the access and egress capabilities
of the site. In the case of the Snye, the opinion is clear that the Snye
tributary area is a fragile northern ecosystem. The long term use of
this site for location of a multiplex to house and buttress a Municipal
Government function would stress this fragile ecosystem. However,
other sites located on Municipal property on the other side of the
proposed ring road near the Snye would be an acceptable location. In
addition, an alternative site, preferably in the Lower Town-site, should
be considered as a potential site.
Regional Centre Concept
One of the issues with which the Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo has been contending over the past several years as growth has
been explosive both in the geographical definition of the region and in
the deployment of staff resources to provide service to growth area
has been finding the best way to provide services efficiently.
Questions about where to situate operational centres and how to best
position these centres to provide services have been part of
discussions. The concept of the “service centre” takes into
consideration the concept that the Municipal Service should be
integrated into the day to day lives of citizens, making such services
accessible and enhancing responsiveness and accountability. To do
this the urban Municipality is divided into three areas: the South
region, the North region and the Central Regions while the rural areas
are referred to a Rural North and Rural South.
Operations at all centres should take into consideration the best way to
communicate with citizens, provide service, and ensure that citizens
are constantly able to access the latest and most accurate information
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regardless of their address in the Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo.
In the long term, there are two types of centres proposed to develop
the corporate municipal presence: operation centres and
administrative centres. The main operations centres are located in the
North and South with space for specific function staff located within
their facilities. The central area of the urban centre will be the site of
the main administrative function. Rural developments will include
operational, administrative and recreational developments.
Operation Centres:
Two defined urban operations centres are proposed, supported by
accommodation additions to specific operational buildings at
functional centres. It is proposed that the South Operations Service
facility be developed as the first of four new construction projects
with the North Operations facility developed as priority three. Other
functional buildings including the water treatment plant and landfill
operations are currently approved and proceeding.
1) South Operations Centre
This centre will house the main operation centre for Parks and a
secondary operations centre for Public Works. It will provide hotel
stations for the majority of the approximately 300 staff with
independent work station and office stations provided for the balance
of the staff. This centre will house the counter space and kiosk centre
for Service Wood Buffalo and be a point of contact for satellite
business operations using this function. This site will be near an area
for both material storage and fleet parking. The space should be
designed in the first wave of construction projects identified as part of
the long term accommodation plan. It should include a garage and
equipment storage facility and be equipped to support staff functions
as per standards to be addressed in a later section. Developing the
South facility represents a necessary part of the plan. The decision to
compete the South operation facility in the first wave is practical in
that land is currently available and the current SPCA centre housing
Parks is inadequate for the long term. The current SPCA adjacent
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space can be used for expanding the existing SPCA operation once the
Parks staff has moved to the new south operational centre.
The South Operations Centre will also be a central storage for
equipment to be used for the rural communities located along the 881
corridor. As Parks and Public Works operations in these rural centres
have increased substantially in 2009 and as plans indicate that these
departments will continue to expand and enhance services in the near
future, this facility is vital to efficient operations. The vacated Parks
space at the joint Parks/SPCA building can be considered for reallocation once the Parks staff are in residence at the new South
Operations Centre.
Regional Emergency Management should move to the South
Operation Centre moving it out of the downtown core and keeping it
on the South East side of the Athabasca River. The South Centre will
house one of two Emergency Operations Centres, strategically located
to be accessible to emergency management staff during crises
situations and in accordance to recommendation of the business
continuity and crisis management plans.

2) North Operations Centre
While the North operations centre is as vital to the functionality of the
municipality’s on going functions, land acquisition must occur first.
Development of both the West Fringe area and the Parson’s Creek
North area dictate that there should be a centre in this geographic area,
but development is not at the advanced planning stages. What is
approved for the north and west side of the river is an operations
centre with an administrative component at the Water Treatment plant
as well as a yard operation on the west side of Abram’s Land which
can address immediate concerns. This facility will be the main
operation centre for Public Works while housing the satellite Parks
operation to support North development. While the land issue would
suggest this project be addressed as a third priority, early land
acquisition in the area north of the current Abram’s Land would
support the early development of the Public Works major area, a
larger building design project would follow in 3-5 years.
Implementing a yard development with a temporary modular building
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complex and providing Quonsets for garage and maintenance facilities
would address immediate need to support activities in this area. The
estimated land need is for 120 acres with the development of a facility
to provide work space for approximately 300 staff supporting
operation in the newly developed north and west subdivisions.

3) Functional Operations Centres
There are numerous service buildings that house specific operational
functions. These include the water treatment facility, sewage
treatment facility, landfill sites, cemetery sites and transit sites. Within
the long term plan, it is suggested that operations staff specifically
needed to keep these operation operational be housed at these sites. In
the past, numerous other functions have been housed at these sites
including administrative offices and corporate functions such as
storage centres. Associated with many of these operations are safety
and security risks not compatible with administrative and corporate
functions. However, one exception to this is the temporary use of the
water treatment facility to house public works and/or Parks staff
which will eventually move to the North Operations Centre.
A transit centre is proposed for the lower township, and it is proposed
that layered parking could support this function. The location of the
transit centre is recommended on the site of the existing Centennial
Pool. Development of this facility could similarly be located in other
areas of the downtown core.
Five regional fire halls are proposed for the region to develop by
Regional Emergency Services. The location of these fire halls will be
determined based on standards for response times.

4) Alignment with Other Planning Activities
There are numerous planning documents in process. Envision Wood
Buffalo, a comprehensive future planning document, is in the final
stages of development. This initiative suggests future planning
projects that impact operational facilities. Similarly a Recreation and
Culture plan is being developed. Part of these planning projects is to
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locate operational, recreation and culture staff involved in both
programming and operations within the facilities where they work.
The Rural Services review is nearing completion. It addresses issues
related to service level standards for each rural community in the
Municipality that follows a standard of delivery to rural communities
in general while addressing the special needs of each community.
However, projects to accommodate staff are identified in the current
capital budget plan. Additional projects will be developed once the
Rural Service Delivery Standards is reviewed in conjunction with the
Accommodation Plan and the regional Social plan. At present the
following projects have been identified:
 Conklin Administrative Facility 2011 – 2013
This facility will house current Conklin staff as well as those
staffing positions proposed within the Rural Service Review.
 Anzac Recreational Complex 2010 – 2012
The scope of this development is currently in the feasibility
phase. Staffing positions, as proposed in the Rural Services
Review study will be housed, in part in this complex.
 Archie Simpson in Fort Chipewyan (completed)
This facility is complete and will house both recreational
staff as well as administrative staff. Enhancements to the
current Public Works facility have been completed. Further
developments await completion of the Rural Services
Review.
Central Administration Complex
Two separate consultations have been conducted to determine the
development of a central administrative complex. Numerous
considerations were raised during individual interviews with
stakeholders. Council advised strongly that community input be
sought as the design process unfolds.
The growth of the administrative functions and the projected staff
numbers in this category of job function of over 800 in 2020 and 1000
in 2030 means looking seriously at the central administrative function.
The fact that the Jubilee Centre must be renovated to reduce
organizational risk means that it will have sustainable value as an
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accommodation resource to 2025. Decisions to replace it will need to
be made at this time. In the meantime it is an adequate seat of
government. The information from the data collection suggests
strongly that space to house central administrative functions is an
overwhelming concern. Much of the discussion focused on the
construction of a Civic Centre with iconic overtones housing cultural
components. To address all of these needs there are three options to
consider. Recommended clearly by Stantec is the construction of an
administration building and a Civic Centre, but the buildings can be
located on the same footprint or separately.
Option 1
Construct a multiplex housing both central administration and
executive function. To accommodate the growth predicted by
2030, this facility, in one or two buildings, will house over 1000
individuals. It will be an imposing structure with a large footprint
and will require an estimated eight years from design to
occupancy. Situating this structure in the lower town-site will to
take into consideration its relative location to other like structures
including those erected to house industry companies that will be
proliferating in the region as Wood Buffalo takes its rightful place
among those cities housing the world’s energy sector. It will likely
house a substantial parking function. One of the strong
perspectives raised during both data collection events was the
sense of creating an iconic structure, reflective of the region’s
culture, history and promise. A number of stakeholders expressed
the idea of including in the design a cultural museum, art gallery,
or concert centre. This is truly creating a single structure or
complex with many aspects. It can be done, but it is advisable to
clearly consider the focus of this structure. The project charter for
such an imposing proposition can easily glide forward to an
enlarged scope without clearly articulating at the outset what this
structure should be.
Option 2
Construct an administrative building first to address the immediate
needs to house the administrative function. This facility will house
600 individuals by 2020 and 800 by 2030. This facility will not be
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iconic but practical as any office tower with an attendant parking
structure. It should be located in the lower town-site close to the
Jubilee Centre which will continue to house the executive
government functions. With capacity for just over 900 staff to by
2030, the combination of the new administrative building and
renovated Jubilee Centre will be adequate to 2030. However, the
stated need for an iconic structure with presence will be lost as the
Jubilee and the practical Administrative structure will not
necessarily address this. By 2030 the Jubilee Centre will once
again be at the end of its life cycle. It will face disposition as a
second renovation is not recommended.
Option 3
The third option is to construct the Administrative Building and
renovate the Jubilee Centre as in Option 2, but add the Civic
Centre as phase two of the project. On one footprint in the lower
town-site construct the administrative building complete with
parking facility. The second phase is to construct the executive
building in the later part of the next decade; the executive building
will house political and executive functions, and will connect to
the Administrative building through a cultural community centre
that may house a museum, art gallery, concert hall, multi media
world class communication facility or other community identified
function. The end of construction of both phases of the facility
should coincide with the optimum time for disposal of the Jubilee
Centre so as to recapture current investment.
It is suggested that such an iconic structure would benefit from a
world wide design competition focussing positive attention on the
region. Most Civic Centres with additional buildings in other
Canadian Centres have been envisioned similarly.
Conclusion
This document provides a synopsis of the Accommodation Master Plan that
provides a long term perspective on development employee workspace.
Attached for reference is the Executive summary of the Accommodation
Master Plan, The near term and short term administrative strategies support
is long term plan.
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Appendix 1

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo - Office Needs Gap Analysis
Year

Space required

New
Hotel/Func

Office/Admin

sp filled

Sp
Avail

Cumulative
Def/(Surplus)Off

Emp'ee Count

%growth

2005

424

2006

540

2007

700

0.2962963

2008

867

0.23857143

Assumptions

0.27358491

2009

1179

85

224

870

142

82

1179

0.35986159

2010

1329

125

334

870

277

57

1329

0.12722646 Temp Water Treatment space = 50;library = 75

2011

1479

190

419

870

405

14

1479

0.11286682 Add Brick =128

2012

1625

290

465

870

455

10

1625

0.09871535 Temp Public Works = 100

2013

1690

315

505

870

380

125

1690

2014

1759

355

534

870

605

-71

1759

2015

1864

400

594

870

605

-11

1864

0.05969301

2016

1919

420

629

870

855

-226

1919

0.02950644 PW North Complete =250

2017

1950

447

633

870

1177

-544

1950

0.01615425 Har Exp(150)/Brick Exp(128)/Admins=600

2018

1980

454

656

870

1177

-521

1980

0.01538462

2019

2020

463

687

870

1177

-490

2020

0.02020202

2020

2060

472

718

870

1127

-409

2060

0.01980198 Temporary Water Treatment Expiration = (50)

2021

2100

481

749

870

1127

-378

2100

0.01941748

2022

2175

497

808

870

1127

-319

2175

0.03571429

2023

2225

508

847

870

1117

-270

2225

0.02298851 Timberlea landing expiration =(150)/Civic Centre =140

2024

2275

519

886

870

1117

-231

2275

0.02247191

2025

2325

529

926

870

1117

-191

2325

0.02197802

2026

2375

549

956

870

1117

-161

2375

0.02150538

2027

2425

579

976

870

1117

-141

2425

0.02105263

2028

2470

591

1009

870

1117

-108

2470

0.0185567

2029

2520

604

1046

870

1117

-71

2520

0.02024291

2030

2570

617

1083

870

1117

-34

2570

0.01984127

0.04 Hardin Lease expir1 = (75)
0.0408284 Hardin Lease expire 2 =(75); South Facility =300
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Addendum 1
Proposed Space Moves
Guiding Principles for Corporate Workspace: Interim, Near Term Moves
In an attempt to provide timely, efficient workspaces for all RMWB employees and in
order to attempt to met Corporate functional needs, the following guiding principles have
bee established which aide in the allocation and distribution of Corporate workspace.(in
no particular order)
1. All moves will attempt to maximize use of the existing space Where/when
possible. (Note: all workspace modifications are to be undertaken with the
current workspace standards.)
2. Moves will aspire to create as much long-term stability as possible.
3. As function dictates, all proposed moves will aim to keep necessary
departments together or with in close spatial proximity.
4. Moves will align departments spatially with interdependent operational and/or
functional adjacencies.
5. Moves will respect functional and operational requirements of each individual
position, and when required, respect the extraneous individual needs of the
employee.
6. Moves will occur in a methodical, orderly and timely fashion.
7. Moves will optimize Corporate function.
8. Near term moves will consider, when possible, co-ordination with resolved long
term spatial plans.
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Business Case
Requirement for Additional Corporate Workspace

1. Executive Summary
Presently there exists a dire need to provide the RMWB (Regional Municipality of
Wood Buffalo) with an extensive volume of short to medium term functional office
space to accommodate all additional employee growth. To date, there exists an
extremely scarce inventory of vacant workspaces and offices within municipally
owned and leased administrative buildings.
In discussions with the RMWB Human Resources department it has been
identified that there are currently approximately 150 active positions (see
Attachment #2) to be filled that require new workspace(s) (Excluded from this count
are any proportion of positions that are deemed ‘internal’ RMWB staff ‘shifts’.) A
considerable majority of these positions qualify as fixed office positions that
would require a workspace of some degree (whether it be an office, modular
workstation, ‘hotelling’ station as well as operational space for meeting rooms,
lunchrooms, etc.). In addition to this count, Human Resources has indicated that
there remains 80 FTE positions (17 of these are non-permanent) carried over
from 2008 that have been approved and could be posted at any time, and that
there remains an additional 87 FTE positions (10 of these are non-permanent)
for the remainder of the 2009 calendar year.
In total, this accounts for 317 potential FTE positions to be filled by the end of
the 2009 calendar year. Further to this, the Human Resource department has
indicated that in the 2010 calendar year the municipality proposes hiring
comparatively similar quantities of new municipal staff (exact quantities and
departmental proportions are to be provided following approval of all proposed
staffing positions, early estimates indicate this count to be approximately 222
additional FTE positions).
These projected staffing numbers, coupled with the inventory of availability of
workspaces within municipally leased and owned buildings indicates a critical
shortfall of functional workspaces for staff. (See Attachment #4) In order to meet
these short to medium term needs, we are proposing several options to address
these imminent requirements.
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2. Current Situation
Currently the RMWB staff operates out of a combination of both municipally
owned and leased buildings. (See Attachment #1) Municipal administration is
primarily dispersed amongst three key buildings: Jubilee Centre Building
(municipally owned, situated in the downtown core), Hardin Street Building
(municipally leased, situated in the downtown core) and the Timberlea Landing
Building (municipally leased, situated in the Timberlea area).
The Jubilee Centre Building is currently undergoing a phased renovation which
will occur over the span of several years. While the renovations will serve to
improve aesthetic, ergonomic, and functional efficiencies of municipal
workspace(s), they will not provide a resolution to meet current office space
requirements in the short to medium term situation. All renovated areas are
being designed to meet the new municipal workspace standards. As such, each
floor within the Jubilee Building will potentially accommodate fewer staff per floor
plate (this will be the case for the 5th and 6th floors in their present occupancy).
These workspace standards are designed in such a way to significantly improve
the workspace environment (ergonomics, aesthetics, operational efficiencies) as
well as to improve functional efficiencies within the working environment.
The Hardin Street Building is a multi-tenant building, with the RWMB being the
‘major’ tenant of this leased building. While there is currently the potential
opportunity to acquire a lease to provide an additional 30 workspaces for
occupancy by the fall of 2009, Accommodation Services is working diligently to
make the current leased space within this building more efficient to
accommodate additional functional workspaces. At most, any/all modifications
will provide a limited quantity of additional workspaces. These additional spaces
will serve to accommodate short term growth for the current departments housed
in this building, however, will not provide adequate numbers to accommodate the
overall growth potential for the 2009 calendar year and beyond.
The Timberlea Landing Building is a newly acquired facility which currently
houses several departments; Planning and Development, Engineering, Finance
support staff, IT support staff. While there is considerable unoccupied space
within the building, there is active recruitment being undertaken to fill a
considerable quantity of these spaces staffing vacancies in the next several
months. When these vacancies are filled there will be limited opportunities for
additional functional workspace for other staff/departments to be relocated within
this facility. (All remaining space is to be retained for existing departmental
growth within the building.) Further to this, there are active business cases
presently being drafted to house additional staff from other departments within a
portion of this vacant space. The proposed departmental relocations have direct
functional adjacencies with these departments.
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There currently exists within the municipality various other municipally owned
buildings (Water Treatment Plant, Parks & Recreation building, Wastewater
Treatment Plant, etc.). However, these are primarily operational buildings which
provide office space for directly associated building/departmental function.
General Municipal administration should not be situated in these facilities, nor
should they be readily accessible to the public in general. Moreover, there
remains an extremely limited opportunity for vacancies in the aforementioned
facilities to even consider a ‘piecemeal’ occupation by other unrelated
departments.
Our current inventory of available space is extremely scarce.(see Attachment #3)
Given the volume of approved positions, we would be unable to find even a
portion of workspaces for the proposed quantity of new staff that is being
projected. Human Resources has indicated that as part of the staffing action
request the hiring department must indicate that they have sufficient space within
their department to house any potential new hires. To date, Accommodation
Services has been receiving the vast majority of space requests for additional
staff after departments have already hired the staff, resulting in the allocation of
sub-standard workspaces provided due to an ad-hoc approach to meet such
untimely requests. This approach does little to foster a work environment for
staff which is conducive to their functional or operational needs, and overall staff
retention.

3. Options Analysis for Additional Corporate Workspace
1. To utilize and develop any current lease(s) that the municipality retains for
developing office space. Real Estate Services has indicated that at
present the municipality only retains one lease, being 9717 Franklin
Avenue. This building would require tenant improvements which
Accommodation Services estimates would take approximately 18 months
from inception to completion.
2. To explore, acquire and develop additional leased office space that may
exist within the municipality. The appropriate department would need to
engage a study to ascertain what suitable leases for office space are
readily available within the municipality. These spaces, at minimum, must
engage a considerable size in terms of square footage. Further to this,
the potential space must be at minimum, ready for immediate occupancy,
or require minimal tenant improvements to deem the space as functional
workspace (according to the workplace standards currently being
implemented by Accommodation Services). This option would also extend
to Accommodation Services the opportunity, where it presents itself, to
acquire small-scale leases which are in close proximity to existing leases
that the municipality is utilizing. (i.e. additional space in the Hardin Street
building, etc. where the municipality is already a major tenant).
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3. To provide a form of short to medium term temporary office space within
the RMWB for additional municipal staff. This option could potentially
include the installation of temporary office modules on currently owned
municipal lands where there exists ‘in tact’ infrastructure to readily connect
to. This could potentially include vacant lands near the existing
unoccupied Forestry building, Water Treatment Plant, etc.

4. Strategic Risk Analysis
There currently exists a dire need for additional office space to house current
municipal staff, let alone additional staff. Should we continue down the current
path without the immediate acquirement of additional available office space to
house staff we will in the immediate future face a crossroads whereby we will be
unable to provide staff with any functional workspaces. This will not only result in
the potential for continued retention of current staff, but it will prevent
departments from developing and growing, potentially resulting in the inability to
provide quality municipal and public service.

5. Recommendations and Proposed Solution
Phase #1
In order to provide a timely remedy for additional short to medium term office
space, Accommodation Services recommends utilizing any currently retained
vacant leased/owned space that the municipality has in order to provide
functional workspace for additional staff. Currently the municipality retains a
lease for the building situated at 9717 Franklin Avenue. This building is 28,000
square feet. Accommodation Services is proposing that approximately 24,000
square feet be utilized as functional corporate workspace (workstations, meeting
rooms, etc.). Based on the new workspace standard of 250 square feet gross
per employee, the building could potentially house 96 additional municipal staff.
The remaining 4000 square feet of the lease would be utilized as critical dry
storage for corporate needs. Existing site parking at this location can be
supplemented by utilizing additional vacant stalls in the parking lot of the RMWB
Centennial Pool.
It has been determined that such tenant improvements at this location would take
approximately 18 months to complete (this timeline is to be established from the
point in time in which senior administration approves this option).
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Phase #2
To explore, acquire and develop additional leased office space that may exist
within the municipality. The appropriate department would need to engage a
study to ascertain what suitable leases for office space are readily available
within the municipality and the feasibility of developing these leases for corporate
workspace use. These leases are to be acquired and retained until such time
that a centrally based administrative office building is constructed.

Phase #3
Due to the allocation of time required to make any potential tenant improvements
to the aforementioned space(s), there will also potentially be the need to consider
an interim strategy to address current to near future needs. It is recommended
that there be temporary office modules erected on currently available municipal
land(s) in strategic areas in order to provide supplemental office space should
Phases 1 and/or 2 not be attainable in order to address additional space needs
until owned municipal corporate space is available.

6. Conclusion
In the absence of any of the aforementioned options being adopted for
immediate action, Accommodation Services will request that Senior
Administration be actively engaged for immediate discussion regarding the
recommendation of assignment of existing workspace inventory based on
functional and operational needs of the RMWB.
It should be noted that this proposal is exclusive of any acceptance or adoption
of the Accommodation Master Plan. The aforementioned recommendations are
intended to meet the immediate workspace needs for the municipality until such
time the vision and overall long term strategies from the Accommodation Master
Plan are adopted and implemented.
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Municipality of Wood Buffalo | ACCOMMODATION MASTER PLAN |

INTRODUCTION

1

PROJECT PURPOSE
The purpose of the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo Strategic Accommodation Framework
and Accommodation Master Plan is:
♦

to meet the need for additional office and service space resulting from an increase in
Municipal staff;

♦

to assist the Municipality in formulating a long term strategy to provide accommodation for
the Civic Centre, Administration and Municipal Operations functions1

♦

to provide greater efficiencies in service delivery; and,

♦

to provide the public with more effective municipal services.

The Accommodation Master Plan abides by the Municipality’s other regional plans and fits into
the broader strategic plan of the urban area. It is expected that the Accommodation Master Plan
will become the basis for other planning work and provide a framework for other departments to
undertake more detailed planning. The physical space recommendations from this Plan should be
integrated with other departmental plans in the Municipality and collaboration should be undertaken
to ensure that this happens.

1
The Civic Centre refers to all space required to accommodate the Mayor and Municipal Council and supporting Executive, Administration accommodates all other administrative staff and Municipal Operations accommodates all staff and support space who maintain and operate Municipal infrastructure.
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REPORT CONTENT
The Accommodation Master Plan consists of the following sections:
1. The Executive Summary which summarizes the current situation and recommendations in the
report.
2. The Strategic Accommodation Framework which was created to guide the development of the
Accommodation Master Plan. It consists of a general vision, principles, and operational policies
to provide decision-making tools related to municipal space and accommodations.
3. The Accommodation Master Plan is a high level plan to assist in the management of office and
service accommodations space in the short and long term. Recommendations made within this
Master Plan require detailed planning prior to implementation. This Master Plan recognizes that
municipalities are dynamic entities that undergo constant change. It is recommended that this
Master Plan is reviewed and updated yearly. Included in this section is a 5 year tactical plan that
shows the proposed location of Municipal departments in the Jubilee Building and forms the base
plan for on going renovations.
4. Appendix A: Master Space Program which identifies space requirements for each Municipal
department to the year 2030. The staff and space projections are based not only on the projected
population growth, but it also recognizes the need adjust to a cyclical growth trend. As the
growth cycles occur, the Municipality has experienced explosive and significant growth tempered
by slowdowns.
5. Appendix B: Case Studies and Best Practice for Global Energy Centers which identifies three
other communities that have emerged as global energy centers in the past 20 years and measures
they have taken to manage significant growth.
6. Appendix C: Space Planning Guidelines and Standards which identify recommended space
standards for all municipal facilities.
BACKGROUND
Growth has created both challenges and opportunities for the Municipality. Much of the growth
has occurred relative to the expanding oil sands development. This rate of growth is anticipated
to continue for the next twenty (20) years however it must be recognized that growth may not be
linear in nature but rather episodic and more aligned with the “boom and bust” cycle inherent in
the economics of a “Global Energy Center”. This aspect presents considerable challenges in the
planning of Municipal accommodation and requires the development of strategies that are unique to
the Municipality.
As the population increases, so does the demand for Municipal services along with the need for
staff and facilities required for service delivery. Municipal facilities are currently at or even beyond
capacity resulting in less than optimal workplace environments with negative implications on staff
productivity and well being as well as recruitment and retention. In response to the need to better
manage and accommodate growing staff and services; the Accommodation Services Branch was
created in the spring of 2007. The Accommodation Master Plan was initiated as a means to address
the short, medium and long-term facility requirements.
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Figure 1.1 provides an overview of the cities and towns included in the Municipality’s service area.

Fig 1.1 - Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
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PROJECT SCOPE
The following objects have been identified and included within the Accommodation Master Plan:
•

Establish an Accommodation Master Plan that is measurable and achievable in a reasonable
and determined time frame, which includes office and service space considerations;

•

Determine building locations, size of land, and accommodation requirements, as well as
current municipal services, and additional public services that would be needed throughout
the Municipality;

•

Provide short, medium, and long-term strategies including specific recommendations for
required offices, land and building locations, as well as types of services that are needed to
meet public expectations;

•

Develop a restack plan for the Jubilee Center that will form the basis for short term
renovations;

•

Develop an implementation plan that aligns with broader overall plans and more specific
plans;

•

Determine services to be centrally located and services that could be located in peripheral
areas or other locations in or outside the urban service area (functional adjacencies will be
drivers for location);

•

Determine key services and facilities in rural centres;

•

Organize services based on functionality (i.e. create synergies for staff, sharing resources and
common service delivery);

•

Determine the scope of service that is currently being provided and other/alternate services
that should be provided;
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2

SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
General Issues and Concerns
As the master planning process unfolded, a number of issues surfaced, and it became evident that
some of these issues needed to be addressed if the Master Plan was to be effective:
•

Municipal facilities were at a crisis point in providing space for office and service delivery.

•

Processes to manage municipal facility assets were not in place.

•

Decisions regarding accommadations were made on an ad hoc basis, department by
department.

•

The Accommodation Services Branch struggled with legitimacy, as other departments
struggled to meet their own needs.

In addition, a current state analysis was conducted which determined that:
•

There was no system, electronic or manual, to manage staff location and relocation.

•

Aging infrastructure contributed to the pressures, requiring renovations to address either
building systems issues or environmental issues, which would displace staff with no additional
space available.

•

The Municipality had to simultaneously put management systems in place, create a decision
making process, lay out a path for future direction and find space for growing staff numbers –
while, at the same time trying to attract additional employees.

•

The lack of a comprehensive accommodations vision, framework, policy and process lead to
decisions that exacerbated the space shortage, intensifying the crisis rather than relieving it.

•

Many required municipal planning documents were in various stages of completion.

To address these issues, a number of additional elements, recommendations, processes, in addition
to the original project objectives, have been included in the Master Plan and within the Strategic
Accommodation Framework. Additional detail is provided in these sections of the Accommodation
Master Plan.
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3

CURRENT FACILITIES

There are a number of significant facility related issues that are impeding the capability of the
Municipality to meet its operational and service objectives.
•

The Jubilee Center has insufficient space to meet the long term accommodation requirements for
the Municipality even assuming the existing provincial building was available. Even with the
combined capacity of the Hardin and Timberlea Landing buildings maximum office capacity will
be reached within the next 5 years.

•

The condition of base building systems such as plumbing is such that there is significant risk to
Municipal operations in the event of a system failure such as a burst pipe.

•

The Jubilee Centre renovation costs are close to or exceed the replacement costs of new
construction for comparable office type space.

•

There are significant parking shortages for staff at Jubilee and Hardin buildings

•

Current public works yards are too small to meet future urban service area requirements.

•

Accommodation at water treatment plant should only be for water treatment staff due to risks
associated with hazardous material (chlorine gas leak).

•

Area per staff in Jubilee building do not meet minimum standards and there is significant
overcrowding with implications on staff morale and productivity.

•

Existing leases in the Hardin Building ends in 8 years and Timberlea building in 15 years and
new space will be required to accommodate these functions before these times expire.

•

Current office accommodation is located in multiple buildings creating operational inefficiencies
and potential impediments to access of services by the public.
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•

Reconstruction of Highway 63 including new Athabasca River bridge will impact response times
from existing public works yard adjacent to water treatment plant.

•

Municipal administration is not organized to most effectively manage facility and land assets.
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4

STAFF REQUIREMENTS

The staff projections are shown in both a high and low range. Given the traditional fluctuations in
the Municipality, such as strong boom and dynamic growth followed by periods of slowdown, it
is important that a range of requirements is shown. Due to the Municipality’s isolated nature and
desire to rely less on contractors, these projections provide the opportunity to establish a baseline
model that promotes a self-sufficient strategy.
Municipality - Staff Count Summary
Current

Divisions/Departments
Range
Executive

Low
102

79

Administration

2012

2010

2009

High
113

Low
122

High
136

Projected
2020
Low
High
147
163

2025
Low
151

2030
High
168

Low
168

High
187
770

352

434

482

549

610

625

694

625

694

693

524.5

507

563

581

645

704

782

747

830

780

867

Regional Emergency Services

178

304

338

354

393

516

573

571

634

659

732

Total

1,133.5

1,346

1,496

1,606

1,784

1,991

2,212

2,093

2,326

2,300

2,556

Operations

NB: These staffing will require adjustment if there is a transfer of ambulance and/or paramedic
services.
Staff Projections (High Range)

3,000
2,500
2,000
Total Staff 1,500
1,000
500
0
2009

2010

2012

2020

2025

2030

Year
Executive

Administration

Operations

Regional Emergency Services
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5

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

The following table and chart summarize projected space requirements based on anticipated staff growth
to the year 2030. The space requirements are developed using the staffing projections and the space
guidelines developed in the space planning standards.
Municipality - Space Summary- Gross Area
Estimated Required Space (based on space standard)

Divisions/
Department

2009

2010

2012

2020

2025

2030

sqft

sqm

sqft

sqm

sqft

sqm

sqft

sqm

sqft

sqm

sqft

sqm

Executive

25,675

2,385

36,725

3,412

44,200

4,106

48,100

4,468

49,725

4,619

55,250

5,133

Administrative

114,400

10,628

142,350

13,224

198,250

18,417

204,939

19,039

205,155

19,059

227,436

21,129

Operations

37,378

3,472

20,118

1,869

23,701

2,202

31,278

2,906

33,826

3,142

39,072

3,630

177,453

16,485

199,193

18,505

266,151

24,725

284,317

26,413

288,706

26,820

321,758

29,892

Total

Office Accommodation Space Summary

350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
Square Feet
150,000
100,000
50,000
0
2009

2010

2012

2020

2025

2030

Year
2009

2010

2012

2020

2025

2030
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES

6

Guiding Principles and Concepts
1. Municipal Identity
Refers to the distinct culture of the Municipality.
a) Symbolic Architecture: Municipal facilities are recognizable as public place/regional
property by virtue of their architecture and branding.
b) Sustainability: The Municipality is a leader in environmentally sustainable facilities and
operations (LEED shadow and Natural Step).
c) Progressive: The Municipality is a leader in best practices and an innovator in facility
infrastructure and operations.
2. Municipal Asset Stewardship
Refers to the appropriate amount of resources required to maintain the balance and threshold.
a) Best Value for Operating Costs: Municipal facilities are maximized to their greatest potential
and support enhanced operational efficiencies.
b) Flexibility: Municipal facilities are designed for change of function over time.
c) Ownership: The Municipality owns property and facilities where ever possible.
3. Employee Recruitment & Retention
Refers to the internal relationships that contribute to working together and decision-making that
contributes to the common good of the organization or community.
a) Employee Wellness: Safe, comfortable, functional work environments are provided for all
employees.
b) Functionality: Facilities are designed to support function over organizational structures.
c) Accountability: Facility management process and design is inclusive and transparent.
4. Public Access
Public Access refers to external connections required to effectively sustain the organization and
its relevance to citizens.
a) Strategically located: Municipal facilities serve the public effectively via accessibility
b) Parking Facilities: Are provided for all new Municipal developments (above or below ground)
c) Multi-use facilities: Contain different functions and provide opportunities for external
partnerships
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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

7

The following key recommendations have been developed for the Accommodation Master Plan. The
table below shows the relationship between the key recommendations and the primary guiding principle it
relates with most effectively.
NB: Some key recommendations can potentially satisfy multiple guiding principles however the table has
been limited to a primary guiding principle relationship whenever possible.
Key Recommendations & Primary Guiding Principles
#

Key Recommendation

Primary Guiding
Principles

1

Initiate a process to augment the Jubilee centre administrative space with a new
building to be located in the Lower Townsite. The new administrative building will
have the capacity to accommodate staff requirements till 2030 through creating shelled
space that can be fitted out as staffing levels grow. Inherent flexibility will be achieved
through use of demountable partition and furniture systems. It will be planned for
additional expansion to accommodate staff beyond that time frame through vertical and/
or horizontal expansion. This building should be located in relative proximity to the
existing Jubilee building to mitigate operational concerns.

2

Renovations to the Jubilee Center should focus on addressing Municipal business
continuance risks due to base building systems failures such as flooding or power.
Recapitalizing the investment in this facility is not a sunk cost as it will ensure the
long term value by maintaining the integrity of the investment in a market where office
accommodation will likely be in short supply for the foreseeable future.

Municipal Asset
Stewardship

3

Workplace environment be brought up to a standard comparable to other Municipalities
that will improve staff productivity and morale positively impacting recruitment and
retention thereby supporting the Municipality’s human resource strategy of being the
“employer of choice”. This can be accomplished by a combination of investing in
upgrades to fixed interiors and system furniture and partitions which have the advantage
of being redeployed elsewhere in the future as required. As well, as additional space
becomes available increased investment to promote accessibility and create public space
can be implemented.

Employee
Recruitment &
Retention

4

The Jubilee Center is an important part of the overall transition strategy for the Municipal
Accommodation Master Plan for the next 10 to 12 years by providing general office
swing space during the development of new capital projects and surge space during
periods of unexpected high growth. This will also maintain the guiding principle of the
Municipality retaining ownership of key facility assets.

Municipal Asset
Stewardship

Municipal Identity
&
Municipal Asset
Stewardship
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Key Recommendations & Primary Guiding Principles
#

Key Recommendation

Primary Guiding
Principles

5

Develop a Service Center access point on the main floor of the Jubilee Center and that
includes a 311, 211 call center as part of the Service Wood Buffalo initiative.

Public Access

6

Initiate a planning study to address the optimal location of the Civic Centre which will
house the Council and Executive Administration. Consideration needs to be given to
a location within reasonable proximity of the Municipal administrative building. The
Jubilee centre would remain as the Civic Centre until a long term decision is made.

Municipal Asset
Stewardship

7

Assess the potential for developing the old pool site on Franklin Avenue as a parking
structure for Municipal staff. This structure could be integrated into the proposed Transit
Centre and could also provide parking for Municipal vehicles.

Municipal Asset
Stewardship

8

Consolidation of most urban service area municipal accommodation including
administrative, civic and operations (public works and parks) into three sites: North
Service Centre, Central Service Center and South Service Center. This would allow for
sharing of accommodation for staff and equipment, increased operating efficiencies and
better synergies between departments.

Municipal Asset
Stewardship

9

Acquire one hundred (100) acres at the South end of the urban service area for a new
South Service Centre. This centre would primarily house Public Works and Parks and
would also provide long-term land for other municipal services including recreation
facilities, snow storage, etc. The Alberta Sustainable Resource Development (ASRD)
site can be developed as an interim service centre and the site leased or partially leased
with the Municipality maintaining a small administrative component on the site.

Municipal Asset
Stewardship

10

Explore opportunities for addition land at Abrams site and develop as long term North
Service Centre if available. If additional land not available at Abrams site acquire
minimum thirty (30) acres to develop a North Service Centre in close proximity to
Highway 63 at the north boundary of the Urban Service Area.

Municipal Asset
Stewardship

11

Create standardized facilities at rural locations with opportunities for multi-use and
community partnerships - Facilities should include offices, counter, kitchen, meeting
rooms – minor modifications to meet specific community needs

Public Access

12

iKiosks will be available at each Rural Centre to access available municipal services
electronically.

Public Access

13

Rural service Centres in Conklin, Fort MacKay, Janvier and Fort Chipewyan should
be upgraded and expanded as required to ensure that appropriate space is provided for
service access and delivery. These sites would also be the location for eKiosk access
points for Municipal services delivered/accessed electronically. Space should be planned
to be flexible and expandable to meet future needs. Each centre should allow for group
meetings of up to 50 people to allow for town hall type meetings and other larger
information sharing functions.

Public Access
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Key Recommendations & Primary Guiding Principles
#

Key Recommendation

Primary Guiding
Principles

14

Existing Project Management Office, Accommodation Services, Facilities Maintenance,
and Land Services should eventually be aligned as Corporate Asset Management and
moved to a new Corporate Properties Land and Facilities Management Department
within the Corporate Services Division. On a transition basis components of this
department could still be located based on functional needs with other departments and
branches however as the municipality grows this new department should be created to
improve management of all corporate facilities and the Municipal land inventory. Project
management of minor projects could happen within other divisions of the department
such as Accommodation Services or even other Municipal Departments provided overall
quality control remains with the Project Management Division.

Employee
Recruitment &
Retention
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SERVICE CENTRE
CONCEPT

8

The major recommendation of this report is the development of Service Centres strategically located in
both the Rural and Urban Service Areas of the Municipality of Wood Buffalo. All Service Centres would
provide, as much as possible, “one stop shopping” for residents of Wood Buffalo to access municipal
services such as paying taxes or getting permits etc.
A range of person-to-person and electronic interfaces would be provided. In addition, meeting space
would be provided for town hall type meetings with Council members, and other information sessions,
along with touch down for municipal employees to work from. The exact size, type of space and manner
in with services are accessed will vary and will be part of the detailed planning in the future.
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Way finding

•

Qualifications

•

(Excluding land
purchase costs)

Total Project Cost
Estimate

Offsets

•

Capital Cost Impacts

Operating costs
(impact of
construction &
staffing levels)

Access/movement

•

•

Staff efficiency

•

Operational Costs
Impacts

Financial Impacts

Assessment
Criteria

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

All options have
similar capital project
costs of $168,000,000
in Q1 2009 dollars

Revenues from sale or
lease of Jubilee
Includes parkade
Costs do not include
escalation but
do reflect recent
downward trend in the
municipality
Order of magnitude
costs only
Excludes land
purchase costs

New buildings design opportunities to
maximize efficiencies
Close building
proximity
Minimal impacts
on staff during
construction

Development Option 1:
One site: Civic Centre
– 2 components
(Executive and
Administrative
Location: Snye /
MacDonald

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

All options have similar capital
project costs of $168,000,000 in Q1
2009 dollars

Costs do not include escalation
Jubilee reno costs equal to or higher
than new (based on the municipality
cost estimate)
Includes parkade costs at Jubilee
site- site TBD
Value of high level of investing
in Jubilee questionable given age
(1974)

Compromised efficiencies if
building not directly adjacent
Significant impacts on staff during
construction
Significant impacts on staff during
renovation
Increased operational costs due to
split Executive and Administrative
Cost of renovations approaching
replacement costs of Jubilee
Public services will be split
Duplication of support services

Development Option 2A: Two Sites:
Civic Centre – 2 components and
Jubilee

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

All options have similar
capital project costs of
$168,000,000 in Q1 2009
dollars

Revenues from sale or
lease of Jubilee
Includes parkade
Costs do not include
escalation but do reflect
recent downward trend in
the municipality
Order of magnitude costs
only
Excludes land purchase
costs

Compromised efficiencies
if building not directly
adjacent
Minimal impacts on staff
during construction
Potential increased
operational costs due
to split Executive and
Administrative

Development Option 2B:
Two Sites: Civic Centre
and new Administration
Building

2030 Central Service Centre - Option Analysis

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

All options have similar capital
project costs of $168,000,000 in Q1
2009 dollars

Costs do not include escalation
Jubilee reno costs equal to or higher
than new (based on the municipality
cost estimate)
Includes parkade costs at Jubilee
site- site TBD
Value of high level of investing
in Jubilee questionable given age
(1974)

Compromised efficiencies if
building not directly adjacent
Significant impacts on staff during
construction
Increased operational costs due to
split Executive and Administrative
3 site will increase operational costs
due to increased overheads/site
Cost of renovations approaching
replacement costs of Jubilee
Public services will be split
Duplication of support services

Development Option 3: Three
Sites: Civic Centre and Jubilee and
New Administration Building
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Access /

Operational
efficiencies

Adjacencies,
Circulation,
Access

•

For 2030

Space Requirements

•

•

•

Optimal Functional
Relationships

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Function and Space

Assessment
Criteria

Executive: 32,500
sqft required - does
not include additional
amenity space
Administrative:
220,00 sqft
required for staff
accommodations
Parkade must be
included

Opportunities for
additional amenities
on site
Admin building not
desirable in flood
plain as it has post
disaster function
Weak public image
and poor access to
services
MacDonald would
have significant access
issues at peak times

Development Option 1:
One site: Civic Centre
– 2 components
(Executive and
Administrative
Location: Snye /
MacDonald

Meets all space requirements
•
Parkade should be included
•
Insufficient parking at Jubilee
requires permanent solution

Functional relationships less optimal
•
Significant travel time for staff
consultation and meetings
•
Public may have to go to more than
one site to access services
•
Jubilee floor plate area too small for
efficient department configuration and
high gross to net ratio
•
Fragmented public image and poor
access

Development Option 2A: Two Sites:
Civic Centre – 2 components and
Jubilee

Meets all space requirements
•
Parkade should be
included
•
Site selection process
required

Functional relationships less
optimal and would depends
upon distance between
buildings.
•
Would need to be less
than 1-2 blocks away
•
Potential travel time for
staff
•
Strong public image and
good access to services

Development Option 2B:
Two Sites: Civic Centre
and new Administration
Building

2030 Central Service Centre - Option Analysis

Meets all space requirements
•
Parkade should be included
•
Insufficient parking at Jubilee
•
Public may have to go to more
than one site to access servicessignificant inconvenience
•
Insufficient parking at Jubilee
requires permanent solution

Compromised functional relationships
- as staff and public must work and or
navigate between 3 separate buildings
•
Significant travel time for staff
consultation and meetings
•
Jubilee floor plate area too small for
efficient department configuration
and high gross to net ratio
•
Fragmented public image and poor
access

Development Option 3: Three
Sites: Civic Centre and Jubilee and
New Administration Building
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Iconic

Pleasant place to
work

Indoor
environmental
quality

Visitors

•

•

•

•

Environmental
Impacts
Long term value
to the municipality
Improved work
environment

Sustainability

Staff

•

Security

•

•

•

Building
Environment

Assessment
Criteria

•

•

•

•

•

New building - should
be designed to LEED
Silver minimum
Excellent long term
value to Municipality

New building security can be
designed to meet
security needs

Excellent - New
building - should be
designed to create
optimal building
environment
Administrative
building with large
amount of parking not
appropriate land use
for riverside park

Development Option 1:
One site: Civic Centre
– 2 components
(Executive and
Administrative
Location: Snye /
MacDonald

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Medium long term value to
municipality
Jubilee would be difficult and costly
to meet LEED

New building - security can be
designed to meet security needs
Jubilee - less flexibility to increase
security measures if required

Excellent – Civic Centre
Average – Jubilee (major renovations
required)
Improved work environment for only
a portion of staff

Development Option 2A: Two Sites:
Civic Centre – 2 components and
Jubilee

•

•

•

•

•

New building - should
be designed to LEED
Silver minimum
Excellent long term
value to Municipality

New building - security
can be designed to meet
security needs

Excellent- New building
- should be designed to
create optimal building
environment
Ability to create pride

Development Option 2B:
Two Sites: Civic Centre
and new Administration
Building

2030 Central Service Centre - Option Analysis

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Medium long term value to
municipality
Jubilee would be difficult and costly
to meet LEED

New building - security can be
designed to meet security needs
Jubilee - less flexibility to increase
security measures if required

Excellent – Civic Centre- New
building - should be designed to
create optimal building environment
Average – Jubilee (major
renovations required)
Improved work environment for
only a portion of staff

Development Option 3: Three
Sites: Civic Centre and Jubilee and
New Administration Building
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SUMMARY

Consider growth
25 years forward
(additional
space, future
renovation and/
or replacement of
facility).
NOT RECOMMENDED

•

•

Excellent long-term
flexibility
Site planning can
include space for
expansion
New building can be
planned for growth

Some land owned by
Municipality
May have to acquire
additional land

Phasing opportunities
if desired
Phase 1 (completion
2012) executive
building,
Phase 2 - admin
component (2012 2015)
No need for interim
facilities (continue
to use Jubilee for
next 3 to 5 years) if
components phased
or not
Poor Access

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

NOT RECOMMENDED

Compromised long-term flexibility –
due to Jubilee constraints

Some land owned by Municipality
May have to acquire additional land

Phasing opportunities if desired
Phase 1 (completion 2012) executive
building,
Phase 2 - administrative component
(2012 - 2015)
Will require interim facilities for
Jubilee reno
Jubilee reno high impact on
existing tenants and common space
(Condominium)

Development Option 2A: Two Sites:
Civic Centre – 2 components and
Jubilee

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

RECOMMENDED

Long term flexibility
depends upon new
administrative location,
site and design
New building can be
planned for growth

Some land owned by
Municipality
Additional land
would be required-site
selection required

Phasing opportunities if
desired
Phase 1 (completion
2012) executive
building,
Phase 2 - administrative
component (2012 2015)
No need for interim
facilities if components
phased or not(continue
to use Jubilee for next 3
to 5 years)

Development Option 2B:
Two Sites: Civic Centre
and new Administration
Building

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

NOT RECOMMENDED

Compromised long-term flexibility –
due to Jubilee constraints

Some Land owned by Municipality
Additional land would be required
Potential to take over provincial
building

Phasing opportunities if desired
Phase 1 (completion 2012) executive
building,
phase 2 - administrative component
(2012 - 2015)
Will require interim facilities for
Jubilee reno
Jubilee reno high impact on
existing tenants and common space
(Condominium

Development Option 3: Three
Sites: Civic Centre and Jubilee and
New Administration Building

NB: This recommendation provides a strategy to accommodate the 2030 requirements. It is important to note that the Jubilee Building may be required until approximately 2020.

Recommendation: Based on above analysis, Option 2B: Two Sites Civic Centre and New Administration Building in relative close proximity on a new site is recommended.

•

•

Long-Term
flexibility

•

•

•

•

•

•

Minimize interim
facilities

Minimize high
tech renos
(existing space)

Impact on
operations

Phasing/ Staging
moves

Time to
completion

•

Land required and
availability

•

•

•

•

•

Implementation

Implementation

Assessment
Criteria

Development Option 1:
One site: Civic Centre
– 2 components
(Executive and
Administrative
Location: Snye /
MacDonald

2030 Central Service Centre - Option Analysis
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IMPLEMENTATION AND
PHASING STRATEGY

9

In order to meet its accommodation requirements the Municipality will need to develop an
implementation and phasing strategy that will meet a number of challenges. These will include:
•

Renovating the Jubilee Building while maintaining full public access to Municipal
services.

•

Addressing staff and visitor parking requirements for the Jubilee and Hardin buildings.

•

Responding to new growth such as Parsons Creek subdivision in the north Urban Service
Area.

•

Maintaining a productive and safe work environment during renovations of the Jubilee
Center.

•

To help ensure minimal operational impacts as well as to mitigate any risks to occupants
it is recommended the sequence of renovations of the Jubilee Centre should in general
follow a top down approach once the 4th floor and Library space on the 1st floor is
renovated. Detailed planning will be required to minimize both business and occupant
risks due to realignment of building services including water, power and air handling
systems.

The following table summarizes the short, medium and long term implementation plan in terms
of department locations and relocations over the next 5, 10-15 and 15-20 years.
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Current Location

Implementation and Phasing Strategy

Civic Centre
Mayor's Office
CAO's Offices
Risk & Compliance
Legislation & Legal
Strategic Initiatives
Comunications
Adminstration Center
HR
Project Management Office
Public Works-FM
Assessment & Taxation
IT & Communication
Financial Services
Community Services-Admin
Community Services-Recreation & Culture
Community Services-Neighborhood and Community Development
Engineering
Planning and Development-Admin
Planning and Development-Planning/Land Management
Planning and Development- Accomodation Services
Municipal Operations
Community Services-Parks

2008-12

2012-20

7
7
2
7
6
6

7
7
2
6& 7
2
2

2
6& 7
2
2

1
3
2
5
6
5
3
3
3
4
4
4
2

1
2
2
5
6 3
4&5
3
3
1

B

Community Services-Public Works

B

2020-2030

2

B

B

B

Jubilee
Hardin
Timberlea Landing
Central Service Center
ASRD
Water Treatment
Civic Center

Land Fill
SMMUF
North Service Center
South Service center
SPCA
Rural Service Center
Other Interim
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COUNCIL REPORT
Meeting Date: December 8, 2009

Subject:

2008 Uncommitted Emerging Issues Reserve Transfer

APPROVALS:
Elsie Hutton, Chief Financial Officer
Patty King, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Administrative Recommendation(s):
THAT $12,243,523, representing the uncommitted balance in the 2008 Emerging Issues Reserve
as at December 31, 2008, remain in the Emerging Issues Reserve for 2009.

Summary:
Council approval is required to transfer funding to financial reserves.
Background:
Emerging Issues Reserve Bylaw No. 02/078 stipulates the following:
•
•

Year end operating surpluses shall be transferred to the Emerging Issues Reserve.
At the conclusion of each budget year, Administration will review existing financial reserves
and bring forward a report recommending the transfer of any uncommitted balance from the
Emerging Issues Reserve to other reserves as deemed appropriate by Council.

The 2009 Emerging Issues Reserve is funded with the 2008 year end operating surplus of
$42,082,124 plus a $1,100,000 budgeted transfer in 2009. During 2008, a number of emerging
issues were approved for funding from the reserve only in the event that a corporate surplus was
not realized. Since a 2008 surplus was generated, all emerging issues, with the exception of one,
were funded from the 2008 Operating Budget, leaving the 2008 Emerging Issues Reserve balance
primarily intact. In addition to the 2008 balance, a number of initiatives approved by Council prior
to 2008 were completed or accommodated without the need to access Emerging Issues Reserve.
Alternatives:
1. Allow the 2008 uncommitted balance to remain in the Emerging Issues Reserve to fund the
2009 budgeted deficit, if required.
2. Transfer the uncommitted balance in the Emerging Issues Reserve to the Capital Infrastructure
Reserve.

Author: Elsie Hutton, CMA
Department: Financial Services
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Budget/Financial Implications:
Currently, the Municipality does not have a balanced budget. The 2008 uncommitted balance in
the Emerging Issues Reserve is a viable funding source.
The alternative to transfer the 2008 uncommitted Emerging Issues Reserve to the Capital
Infrastructure Reserve is not necessary, at present, since capital projects that are currently
approved by Council have sufficient funding. Due to capacity to deliver issues, immediate
additional funding is not required.
Rationale for Recommendation(s):
Allowing the 2008 uncommitted balance to remain in the Emerging Issues Reserve will simplify
the administrative process to balance the 2009 operating budget deficit since sufficient funding
would be available within one reserve.
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COUNCIL REPORT
Meeting Date: December 8, 2009

Subject:

2009 Operating Budget Amendment – Balanced Budget

APPROVALS:
Elsie Hutton, Chief Financial Officer
Patty King, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Administrative Recommendation(s):
1. THAT the 2009 Operating Budget in the amount of $492,542,064 as set out in Attachment 1,
2009 Amended Operating Budget – December 8, 2009, be approved by Council.
2. THAT in the event there is a 2009 corporate operating budget deficit, a maximum of
$35,238,308 be committed in the 2009 Emerging Issues Reserve.
Summary:
Council approval is required to amend the 2009 Operating Budget in order to achieve a balanced
budget, thus meeting the requirements of the Municipal Government Act.
Background:
Section 243(3) of the Municipal Government Act of Alberta (MGA) requires the adoption of a
balanced budget. The Municipal Finance Clarification Regulation (Alberta Regulation 235/2008)
includes the transitional provision that excludes the amortization on tangible capital assets from the
calculation of total expenditures per Section 243(3). The transitional regulation allows
amortization to be recorded, but the resulting expense does not have to be funded to remain in
compliance with the MGA.
With the approval of the 2009 Tax Rate Bylaw, a revenue shortfall for 2009 of $61.5M resulted.
This shortfall needs to be addressed and the 2009 Operating Budget amended to reflect a balanced
budget.
Administration has closely monitored projections throughout 2009 to determine whether the
budgeted deficit will translate into an actual operating budget deficit for 2009. Preliminary results
indicate that two areas of significant savings are debt servicing costs and personnel salaries and
benefits. This is consistent with the trend analysis conducted.
New debt has not been required as originally budgeted due to delays in capital project delivery and
capital budget amendments. Attachment 1, 2009 Amended Operating Budget – December 8, 2009,
identifies a decreased budget of $26.3M to reflect the anticipated savings for 2009.

Author: Elsie Hutton, CMA
Department: Financial Services
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Although staff recruitment in 2009 has been stronger than in any previous year, there are still
savings in this area anticipated for 2009. Unfortunately, to make detailed budget adjustments in
each of the personnel salaries and benefits areas is time consuming due to the volume of data
entry.
It is anticipated that the savings from debt servicing costs and personnel salaries and benefits alone
will be insufficient to offset the $61.5M deficit, but there are likely savings in numerous other
categories that will ease the deficit burden.
Therefore, it is recommended that the 2009 Operating Budget be balanced by committing funding
from the Emerging Issues Reserve to serve two purposes.
1. Ease the administrative burden of reworking the 2009 personnel salaries and benefits
budget and numerous other categories.
2. Provides alternate funding in the event that the entire $61.5M cannot be accommodated
from savings in the 2009 Operating Budget since results are preliminary.
Alternatives:
1. Reduce 2009 budgeted debt servicing costs to reflect anticipated 2009 spending level and
commit remaining funding required from the Emerging Issues Reserve to balance the 2009
Operating Budget.
2. Reduce 2009 budgeted debt servicing costs to reflect anticipated 2009 spending level and
adjust spending in other areas in order to balance the 2009 Operating Budget.
Budget/Financial Implications:
Administration has been monitoring projected year end financial information on an ongoing
basis and adjusting estimates as circumstances change. Final results will not be available until
the conclusion of the year end audit work. Alternative 1 allows Administration to continue with
the least impact on operations.
Rationale for Recommendation(s):
The time required to re-open and adjust the 2009 Operating Budget in order to achieve a
balanced budget would be considerable and would not add value to the process. Since the
Emerging Issues Reserve will only be accessed to offset a shortfall, if any, in 2009 funding is
still available for unanticipated or unbudgeted initiatives that may arise.
Attachments:
1. 2009 Amended Operating Budget – December 8, 2009
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COUNCIL REPORT
Meeting Date: December 8, 2009

Subject:

2010 Operating Budget

APPROVALS:
Elsie Hutton, Chief Financial Officer
D’arcy Elliott, Deputy Chief Administrative Officer
K. Kloss, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Administrative Recommendation(s):
THAT the 2010 Operating Budget in the amount of $ 495,341,653 as set out in Attachment 1,
2010 Operating Budget – December 8, 2009, be approved.
Summary:
In order to be in compliance with the Municipal Government Act, Council must adopt an
operating budget for each calendar year.
Background:
The 2010 Operating Budget development process has evolved around the theme of “responsible”
budgeting. In order to deliver a responsible budget, ongoing adjustments have been made based
on the latest information available to Administration. Administration presented the draft 2010
Operating Budget in October, but further adjustments have been made since that time. The
adjustments have focused on a number of themes as follows:
Recruitment
Staff recruitment in 2009 has been stronger than in any previous year, and initial assumptions
behind the 2010 budget preparation process, which began at the end of the second quarter of this
year, were that we would continue to be able to fill vacant positions at the same rate through
2010. Recruitment assumptions have been revisited. Administration will continue to monitor
success in recruitment as we have experienced corporate surpluses as a result of staff vacancies.
Capital Project Delivery
Capital project delays have resulted in debt service payment savings which has in turn
contributed to annual surpluses. The 2010 Operating Budget debt service assumptions have been
adjusted accordingly.
Financial Plan
A proper fiscal policy requires a complete understanding of both the current financial position
and realistic projections of future needs for operating and capital purposes. Since the Capital
Budget represents a significant impact on the Operating Budget, an operating financial plan
could not be developed in isolation.

Author: Elsie Hutton, CMA
Department: Financial Services
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The 2010 capital planning process was segregated from the financial planning process to allow
additional in-depth review. The main barrier is the amount of work required to assess our
corporate and contractor capacity to deliver on outstanding projects before committing to take on
new projects. It is expected that the capital budget and financial plan will be presented in the
first quarter of 2010.
Legislative Changes
Municipalities must now calculate amortization on their tangible capital assets. The Tangible
Capital Asset project is in the final stages and will position the Municipality to remain in
compliance of legislation. This project is a significant piece of work and provides the initial
information for a complete asset management philosophy. In the future, amortization expense
will be budgeted. Section 243(3) of the Municipal Government Act of Alberta (MGA) requires
the adoption of a balanced budget. Municipal Finance Clarification Regulation (Alberta
Regulation 235/2008) includes the transitional provision that excludes the amortization on
tangible capital assets from the calculation of total expenditures per Section 243(3). The
transitional regulation allows amortization to be recorded, but the resulting expense does not
have to be funded to remain in compliance with the MGA, therefore a deficit budget in this
circumstance would be allowable.
Budget/Financial Implications:
Administration has been monitoring projected year end financial information on an ongoing
basis and assessing the impact on the 2010 Operating Budget. Based on this assessment,
Administration is recommending the following course of action:
•

Submission of a 2010 operating expenditure budget for the Municipality that is equal to
the 2009 expenditure budget.

•

Capital Budget and Financial Plan deferred until early 2010. At such time as the 2010
Capital Budget is reviewed, the “Transfer for Capital Purposes” may be adjusted based
on the capital project detail presented.

Rationale for Recommendation(s):
2010 will be a rebuilding year for the Municipality, in which Administration will continue to
strengthen management processes. During this rebuilding year, we have attempted to provide a
“responsible” budget that will not impact service delivery.
Attachments:
1. 2010 Operating Budget – December 8, 2009
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Attachment 1

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
2010 Operating Budget - December 8, 2009

2010
Budget

Description
Revenue
Taxes

$

Sales to Other Governments

410,604,157
2,082,988

Sales of Goods/Services

37,506,497

Other Revenue

26,956,052

Conditional Transfers and Grants

13,004,210
5,187,749

Other Transfers
Total Revenue

$

495,341,653

$

160,251,326

Expenditures
Personnel Salaries and Benefits
General Services

93,234,816

Purchases from Other Governments

21,739,490

Materials, Goods and Supplies

25,367,033

Fixed Asset Acquisitions

5,030,108

Financing Charges

20,473,669

Other Transfers and Bad Debts

5,346,524

Transfers and Grant Payments

15,563,860

Total Operating Expenditures

$

Transfers for capital purposes

347,006,826
148,334,827

Total Expenditures

$

495,341,653

Total Revenue

$

495,341,653

Total Expenditures

$

495,341,653

Surplus (Deficit)

$

-

COUNCIL REPORT
Meeting Date: December 8, 2009

Subject:

2010 Councillor Operating Budget Requests

APPROVALS:
Elsie Hutton, Chief Financial Officer
Patty King, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Administrative Recommendation(s):
THAT Administration develop a business case on enhanced transit service delivery to rural areas
for presentation to Council.
Summary:
In order to adequately assess the impact of the 2010 Councillor Operating Budget Requests,
further administrative research is required.
Background:
For the 2010 operating budget development process, the same format as 2009 was utilized to
solicit input from members of Council prior to finalizing the 2010 operating budget. Specific
“Unfunded” requests may be referred to Administration, based on Council approval, for further
review. Administration will then report back to Council and a determination will be made whether
a budget amendment is required or whether the initiative can be funded within existing resources.
A number of Councillors requested enhanced transit service delivery to rural areas. Rather than
include individual requests, the requests have been consolidated to allow a more comprehensive
assessment of transit service to rural communities and other destinations such as the airport.
Budget/Financial Implications:
Councillor budget requests that are approved will be reviewed to determine whether adequate
capacity (human and other resources) and funding are available to justify a budget amendment.
In conclusion, the Councillor budget requests process represents an interim measure to address
the need for additional input in the absence of a defined strategic plan.

Author: Elsie Hutton, CMA
Department: Financial Services
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COUNCIL REPORT
Meeting Date: December 8, 2009

Subject:

Notice of Motion – Land Management and Release Policy

Presenter:
Councillor Sheldon Germain

Recommendation:
THAT Administration be directed to develop a Land Management policy that allows the
Municipality to release non-required land to non-profit organizations that provide community
benefits and services for a nominal amount.

Background:
At the Council meeting held on Tuesday, November 24, 2009, Councillor Germain served notice
that the following motion will be brought forward for Council’s consideration on December 8,
2009:
“THAT Administration be directed to develop a Land Management policy that allows the
Municipality to release non-required land to non-profit organizations that provide
community benefits and services for a nominal amount.”

Author: Bev Broomfield-Andrews
Department: Legislative and Legal Services Department
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COUNCIL REPORT
Meeting Date: December 8, 2009

Subject:

Appointments to the Fort McMurray Airport Authority

APPROVALS:
Surekha Kanzig, Chief Legislative Officer
Kelly Kloss, Acting Chief Administrative Officer

Administrative Recommendation(s):
THAT the following appointments be made to the Fort McMurray Airport Authority effective
January 1, 2010:
o John Coyne to December 31, 2013;
o John Howard to December 31, 2010; and
o Roy Williams to December 31, 2011.
Summary:
In accordance with the provisions of the Regional Airports Authorities Act (Alberta) as well as
the Petition of the Fort McMurray Airport Authority dated June 30, 2009, Council, as an
Appointer, is required to appoint three members to the Authority.
Background:
On February 24, 2009, Council approved Administration to proceed with preparation and
submission of a petition to the Alberta Minister of Transportation for the formation of an Airport
Authority to take over governance of the operations of the Fort McMurray Regional Airport; and
on July 14, 2009, Council agreed to act as an Appointer for the Fort McMurray Airport Authority
upon its formation. During the Cabinet Meeting of December 1, 2009, the Petition to form the
Authority was approved by Order in Council 605/2009, with the effect of immediately creating
the Fort McMurray Airport Authority.
The Selection Committee recently met to review a total of 12 applications received, and has
made recommendations to appoint three directors on behalf of the Regional Municipality of
Wood Buffalo.
Rationale for Recommendation(s):
The appointment of members is essential to operate the Fort McMurray Airport Authority.
Attachment(s):
1. News release from the Government of Alberta dated December 1, 2009

Author: Jade Callahan
Department: Legislative and Legal Services
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